An Apollo 15 mare basalt fragment and lunar mare provinces
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Abstract—Lunar sample 15474.4 is a tiny fragment of olivine-augite vitrophyre that is a mare basalt. Although petrographically distinct from all other Apollo 15 samples, it has been ignored since its first brief description. Our new petrographic and mineral chemical data show that the olivines and pyroxenes are distinct from those in other basalts. The basalt cooled and solidified extremely rapidly; some of the olivine might be cumulate in the crystalized prior to extrusion. Bulk-chemical data show that the sample is probably similar to an evolved Apollo 15 olivine-normative basalt in major elements but is distinct in its rare earth element pattern. Its chemical composition and petrography both show that 15474.4 cannot be derived from other Apollo 15 mare basalts by simple or inverse crystal fractionation. It represents a distinct extrusion of magma.

Nonetheless, the chemical features of 15474.4 has in common with other Apollo 15 mare basalts, including the high FeO/Sc, the general similarity of the rare earth element pattern, and the common (and chondrite) TiO₂/Sr ratio, emphasis the concept of a geochemical province at the Apollo 15 site that is distinct from basalts and provinces elsewhere. In making a consistent picture for the derivation of all of the Apollo 15 basalts, both the groupings and differences among the basalts must be explained. The Apollo 15 commonalities and differences suggest that some sources must have consisted of major silicate phases with the same composition, but with varied amounts of a magma trapped from a contemporary magma ocean. They probably had a high olivine/pyroxene ratio and underwent small and reasonably consistent degrees of partial melting to produce the basalts. These inferences may be inconsistent with models that suggest greatly different degrees of melting among basalts, primitive sources for the green glasses, or extensive olivine fractionation during ascent. An integrated approach to lunar mare provinces, of which the Apollo 15 mare basalts constitute only one, offers advances in our understanding of the physical and chemical processes of source formation and mare production but has so far not been utilized.

INTRODUCTION

The lunar mare basalt samples collected from only a few locations during the Apollo and Luna missions more than 20 years ago have an extremely wide range of chemical compositions (see, e.g., Taylor, 1982; Taylor et al., 1991; Neal and Taylor, 1992). Antarctic meteorites from the lunar mare basalt terrains have expanded this range (e.g., Warren and Kalleney, 1993; Koebler et al., 1993). Small variations are attributable to shallow or surface crystalization and differentiation, but large differences (such as the ranges in TiO₂ from 0.5 wt% to ~14 wt% and in incompatible element ratios) are not and must be attributed to the chemistries of the magmas that ascended from the interior. Simple models of the origin of these parent magmas, ranging from partial melting of a common primitive lunar interior to simple remelting of stratified cumulates that had been formed during differentiation of a primordial magma ocean, were abandoned early in favor of more complex petrogenetic models for most mare basalts (Hubbard and Mincar, 1975; Ringwood and Kesson, 1976).

The more complex models almost all retain the magma ocean differentiation and its cumulates but add complexity necessary to explain the chemical characteristics of individual mare magmas (summary in Neal and Taylor, 1992). These models include mixing or hybridization of different stratigraphic levels of source cumulates by sinking pods or convective overturn before or during melting (in some cases, including primitive interior materials); trapping of ocean magma in the source cumulates; and post-melting fractional crystallization combined with assimilation. Polybaric melting and open-system crystallization have appeared necessary in at least a few cases. These processes are not mutually exclusive.

Given that only a tiny proportion of mare basalts have been sampled, it would seem most likely that the total mare diversity is even greater. Many chemical regularities or relationships so far inferred may disappear in the future as the Moon is explored (just as the early idea of a correlation of age and TiO₂ group became obviously wrong). One generalization has been that low-Ti basalts are characterized by lower abundances of incompatible elements, Sr, and Sc than the high-Ti basalts; however, new information on mare basalt chemical compositions indicates that such generalizations are not universal (Warren and Kalleney, 1993; Ryder et al., 1995). Thus, even some general consistency in petrogenetic models for low-Ti basalts might not exist.

While the complexity and multiplicity of models allows the inferred chemical composition of any particular erupted basalt to have been formed in numerous possible ways, there are some regularities that promise to add constraints. The variation in chemical composition does not seem to be entirely random with eruption episode; one episode produces magmas with some clear chemical affinities to the others, even though they cannot be related by shallow level fractionations of a common magma. These affinities go beyond mere similarity in TiO₂ abundance and exist even with significant TiO₂ differences. Such chemical affinities in an episode, producing a geochemical province, must provide constraints on the source regions and the processes of melt production, migration, and eruption. Surprisingly, the relationships among basalts in a province have barely been used as yet to attempt to define, in both physically and chemically plausible ways, how the province and its mantle sources, rather than individual basalts, were produced (for instance, these relationships are not discussed in the
reviews of mare magmatic eruption by Head and Wilson, 1992; or Spera, 1992).

This paper first describes a fragment of unique mare basalt from the Apollo 15 landing site. Its combination of high olivine abundance, mineral chemical composition, rock texture, and minor element chemical composition distinguish this sample in detail from all others at the Apollo 15 landing site; it was a separate magma and eruption. Nonetheless, it has chemical features, including FeO/Se, that are like other Apollo 15 mare basalts and not like those from other landing sites. This sample reinforces and encourages the concept of a lunar geochemical province. This paper then suggests some of the constraints that consideration of the province, rather than just single basalts in isolation, places on concepts of the mare sources and magma processes at the Apollo 15 site. An integrated approach to such provinces, of which others exist on the Moon, is ultimately more profitable than the modelling of individual basalts alone.

OLIVINE-AUGITE VITROPHYRE FRAGMENT 15474,4
AND ANALYTICAL METHODS

Sample 15470 was the only sample of regolith collected on the rim of the 460 m diameter Dune Crater on the mare plains at the Apollo 15 landing site. All of the six larger mare basalts collected at this location were members of the A15 quartz-normative group; none were from the Apollo 15 olivine-normative basalt group. No rake sample was collected near Dune Crater. Sample 15474 is the 4 mm to 10 mm fraction of the portion of the regolith sample that was sieved and consisted of only seven particles. Sample 15474,4 was the only one of them described, in a catalog by Powell (1972), as a tough, porphyritic basalt that was subangular and dark gray. The particle was a mere 0.18 g with a maximum length of 6 mm. The phenocrysts were orange-yellow, anhedral, and as much as 1 mm long; Powell (1972) inferred (correctly) that they were olivines. Two thin sections (.22 and .23) from split 1,4 show the particle to be a unique olivine-augite vitrophyre (Figs. 1, 2a), particularly distinguished among Apollo 15 samples by its great abundance of olivine and by its pleochroic pink "totem-pole" augite crystals that contain high abundances of alumina and titania (Powell et al., 1973). A microprobe analysis for major elements of a glass made by fusing a homogenized powdered sample also indicated that the vitrophyre was distinct in chemical composition from other mare basalt groups (Powell et al., 1973). Despite its unique characteristics, the sample has been virtually ignored, and no minor element chemical composition or radiometric age determinations have been made. It is not discussed in any of the major reviews of mare basalt petrogenesis (e.g., BVSP, 1981; Papke et al., 1976; Neal and Taylor, 1992). The sample and its splits are documented in Ryder and Sherman (1989).

To better constrain the petrogenesis of this mare basalt fragment and to assess its possible relationships with other lunar mare basalt types, we restudied the petrography and mineral chemical composition of the sample. We also determined some chemical characteristics, using standard instrumental neutron activation analysis techniques and clean room facilities at the Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas. For comparison, estimates of the major element chemical composition derived from the mode and mineral chemical composition, as well as the analysis of glass from fusing powder (Powell et al., 1973) are in Table 1. For the neutron activation analysis, a 30 mg chip (.15) was obtained and gently crushed. A small, typical chip was reserved for potential Ar-

Ar age determinations and the remainder further crushed to obtain separates dominated by olivine (2 mg) and by groundmass (15 mg). The data for these separates and their combination for the bulk chemical composition are reported in Table 2. We made separates in the hope of obtaining more detailed information on elemental relationships. However, the chemical characteristics themselves show that they were not pure, with each separate containing 5% to 10% of the other. The olivine-rich fraction also contains ~1% chromite.

PETROGRAPHY AND MINERAL CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

We redetermined the volumetric mode of 15474,4,14,22 counting 1500 points, finding 22.8% olivine, 32.8% augite, 1.6% oxides, and 42.8% groundmass. This mode is similar to that of Powell et al. (1973) except that we counted more Cr-spinel. The groundmass is a variolitic pyroxferroite, and plagioclase. Glass, tiny Ti-oxides, and rare submicron grains of Fe-metal are also present in the groundmass. Olivine crystallized first, and apparently alone, to be joined or succeeded by chromite and then succeeded by pyroxene before the groundmass solidified.

The olivine phenocrysts are as large as 1 mm across. While some have borders, suggestive of some reaction and resorption, most have euhedral or subhedral boundaries. The largest is internally skeletal (Fig. 2b), but most are not. A few have dendritic projections (swallow tails) indicative of

| TABLE 1. Estimates of major element composition of 1574.4 |
|---|---|---|
| 1 | 2 | 3 |
| SiO<sub>2</sub> | 44.58 | 45.52 | 46.4 |
| TiO<sub>2</sub> | 2.50 | 2.45 | 2.46 |
| Al<sub>2</sub>O<sub>3</sub> | 9.54 | 9.98 | 8.47 |
| Cr<sub>2</sub>O<sub>3</sub> | 0.85 | 0.40 | 0.59 |
| FeO | 22.16 | 21.55 | 22.1 |
| MgO | 0.27 | 0.26 | 0.31 |
| Fe<sub>2</sub>O<sub>3</sub> | 9.26 | 8.87 | 9.52 |
| CaO | 10.57 | 10.65 | 9.55 |
| Na<sub>2</sub>O | 0.34 | 0.37 | (0.01)* |
| K<sub>2</sub>O | 0.05 | 0.05 | 0.04 |
| Sum | 100.12 | 100.11 | 100.13 |
| Mg | 42.69 | 42.32 | 43.43 |

1 = reconstructed from mode and phase chemical compositions of this study.
2 = reconstructed as 1 using mode of Powell et al. (1973).
3 = microprobe fused bead analysis of 15474,4,14,24 by Powell et al. (1973).

* Na loss in fusing powder.
rapid cooling subsequent to phenocryst growth (Fig. 2c). The olivines are zoned normally and contain inclusions of trapped melt and of euhedral chromites that are rarely as large as 50 μm. In no case does olivine enclose pyroxene. We measured a greater range of olivine compositions (Fo0_35) than did Powell et al. (1973), but the range is less than in Apollo 15 olivine-normative basalts (Fig. 3). The largest crystal has the most magnesian core. The grain with the most conspicuous swallow tail (Fig. 2c) is among the most Fe-rich olivines (Fo40) and is surrounded by ~50 μm of groundmass that is depleted in opaque phases. A few other olivines also have such surroundings. There are no discontinuities in composition, suggesting (as does the habit) that the olivines crystallized continuously and are not xenocrysts. They have lower abundances of CaO at corresponding Fo contents than do olivines in most other mare basalts, including the Apollo 15 olivine-normative basalts (e.g., Fig. 3); Cr2O3 in olivines is similarly low. The chromites are most commonly at the boundaries of olivine grains or embedded in pyroxene adjacent to olivine; a few are in the groundmass. They contain ~10% Al2O3 and 9% TiO2.

The pyroxenes are elongated, and skeletal phenocrysts are as long as 1 mm (Figs. 1, 2a). They tend to radiate in clusters. Some, especially rims, are intergrown with (and grade into) the groundmass; many have sieved textures from inclusions of plagioclase and pyroxferroite. The phenocrysts are high-Ca augites, zoned normally but not extensively (Fig. 4) (although we did not attempt to analyze thin Fe-rich rims or groundmass augite in this study). Pink and mildly pleochroic, they have unusually high alumina
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FIG. 3. The CaO wt% vs. forsteritic content for olivines in 15474.14 (black dots) and in several Apollo 15 olivine-normative mare basalts (other symbols: G. Ryder and B. Schuraytz, unpublished data). The range is more constricted in 15474.14, but most conspicuously, the Ca contents, while still generally in a volcanic range, are lower.

and titania contents (Fig. 5a,b), at the extreme high end of the range exhibited by the most rapidly cooled of the Apollo 15 quartz-normative basalts. They also have high Cr2O3 contents, presumably because little chromite and no magnesian pyroxene crystallized, and so its abundance remained high in the melt. No pyroxenes like these either texturally or chemically have been recognized among any of the Apollo 15 olivine-normative basalts.

The groundmass consists of ~30% pyroxferroite, 25% augite, 35% to 40% plagioclase, 5% to 10% glass, 1% ilmenite, and traces of Fe-metal. We have not made a study of the chemical composition of these groundmass phases but have confirmed the identities with the microprobe. The metal grains are, in any case, unfortunately too small for microprobe analysis for the potentially informative elements Ni and Co. The glass is dominantly silica and alumina and occurs as interstitial patches that are mainly <5 μm across. Most mineral grains are anhedral and <10 μm across, but a variolitic or radial texture is partly developed by continuity or elongation of the augite.

The petrography of 15474.4 indicates very rapid cooling. By comparison with observations and crystallization experiments on Apollo 12 olivine basalts (e.g., Donaldson et al., 1975; Walker et al., 1976a,b), qualitatively one can infer from grain sizes and morphologies that the olivines crystallized at least 10 °C/h and the groundmass probably somewhat faster. The high Ca, alumina, and titania contents of pyroxenes are reproduced in experiments at rapid cooling rates, and the abundances are correlated with the amount of supercooling, itself dependent on cooling rates (Donaldson et al., 1975; Walker et al., 1976a,b). The evidence, thus, suggests crystallization either in a flow a few tens of centimeters thick at most or alternatively equally close to the margin of a flow of any thickness. Donaldson et al. (1975) noted that in very rapidly cooled experimental runs, the amount of modal olivine can exceed the normative olivine by as much as 15%. According to the bulk Mg/(Mg + Fe) (atomic) of the rock (below), the equilibrium olivines crystallized should have been ~Fo70, yet Fo90 is the most magnesian observed in 15474.4. This suggests that either the cores re-equilibrated with the melt or that the olivines are partly cumulate. Neither explanation is particularly consistent with the rapid cooling, unless the olivines were crystallized prior to eruption. The comparatively low CaO in the olivines is at least suggestive of this possibility. Not all of the olivine is skeletal, and, hence, is also consistent with accumulation, but all of it is at least mildly zoned.

BULK CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

Inferences made from the measured chemical compositions (Tables 1 and 2) must be made acknowledging the inherent limitations of the data. All chemical analyses were made on very small samples that may not be representative. The composition for major elements reported by Powell et al. (1973) looks very similar to that of an evolved Apollo 15 olivine-normative basalt, apart from the obvious loss of Na during fusion of the powder. However, their simultaneous analyses of other recognized Apollo 15 mare groups, including the olivine-normative group, are systematically lower in FeO and higher in SiO2 than is accepted for those groups. This suggests some analytical bias. The high SiO2 indeed results in the analysis of 15474.4 being slightly quartz-normative, which is unusual for a basalt with >20% modal olivine. The major element chemical composition derived from estimating average phase compositions and weighting them according to the mode suffers from the uncertainties in both the mode and the average phase chemical compositions. The groundmass composition was determined by rastering the microprobe electron beam and is reasonably consistent with its mode, except perhaps a little low in Fe as an artifact of the reduction procedures. Perhaps remarkably, the bulk estimates derived by these methods are similar to the analysis of fused powder, but the SiO2 is a little lower (Table 1). The 22% to 23% FeO derived from the fused bead analysis and the modal reconstructions is fairly typical of Apollo 15 mare basalts. One can conclude that the major element chemical composition of 15474.4 is probably not greatly different from that of an evolved olivine-normative mare basalt such as 15556; it might be a little higher in Fe.

The neutron activation data (Table 2) show that the olivine-rich separate, on the basis of the precisely measured Na, Cr, and Sm data in particular, contains 5% to 10% groundmass and ~1% chromite (strangely, this separate has a negative La-Sm slope). If the major

FIG. 4. Pyroxene compositions (calculated from Mg-Fe-Ca data only) for 15474.4,14 (black dots) and for two samples of rapidly-cooled Apollo 15 quartz-normative basalts: 15125 (open squares) and 15666 (open circles) (Dowty et al., 1973). Sample 15474.4,14 has pyroxene with significantly higher Ca abundances and lacks pigeonite, which is unusual for a low-Ti mare basalt.
The rare earth element absolute abundances are very similar to the Apollo 15 olivine-normative and the quartz-normative mare basalts, but their relative abundances are slightly different (Figs. 6a, 7) (the combined pattern is not particularly sensitive to the "olivine" pattern). The overall pattern is flatter than for those basalts, and the Eu anomaly is not quite as great (Sm/Eu = ~3.4 for 15474.4, compared with more than 3.8 for the others). It is not likely that these differences result from a lack of representativeness: neither groundmass or olivine excess or depletions would influence the rare earth element patterns. An excess of augite in an Apollo 15 olivine-normative composition would flatten the pattern but would not lower the Sm/Eu ratio.

The bulk Sc of 15474.4,15 is 35 ppm; even accounting for probable excess olivine, the basalt probably does not contain more than 45 ppm Sc. Thus, it is a low-Sc sample, typical of other Apollo 15 mare basalts but have higher abundances than most (Figs. 6c, 7).
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Sc (Fig. 8a) and TiO₂ vs. Sc (Fig. 8b), 15474.4 falls in a diffuse area with other Apollo 15 mare basalts and is distinct from nearly all other mare basalts. Delano (1990) used FeO/Sc ratios to explore relationships among mare magmas; all mare volcanic glasses, not just the Apollo 17 orange glass, have ratios similar to those of the Apollo 15 basalts and the Apollo 12 olivine basalts. However, it is not apparent in the data presented here that there is such a dichotomy between two mare basalt groupings as in that presented by Delano (1990); instead there appears to be a more nearly continuous range.

The measured bulk Ni (203 ppm) and Co (92 ppm) are higher than that in any other Apollo 15 mare basalt, yet the basalt has a lower Mg/(Mg + Fe) (atomic) than others. Although these data might be influenced by an excess of olivine (as nonrepresentative sampling and as cumulate), into which these elements are partitioned, it is nonetheless clear that the bulk 15474.4 contains significant abundances of these elements. These are probably indigenous, although the small size of our sample precluded a check on meteoritic contamination using Ir or Au data in routine analysis. Iron metal is almost absent from the sample, and there is no textural evidence of impact products. The texture is not like any that occurs in sample 15256, a rock that is almost certainly the product of impact melting of Apollo 15 olivine-normative basalt despite the lack of any evidence for meteoritic contamination (Ryder, 1985). The Ni-Co ratio of 15474.4.15 is similar to that of the Apollo 15

Fig. 6. Rare earth element abundances in 15474.4.15 (filled circle = bulk of .15; open circle = estimate of basalt), compared with other common lunar mare samples. CI chondrites normalization using Sun and McDonough (1989) data. Various data sources, particularly Taylor et al (1991) and Apollo 15 compilation of Ryder (1985). (a) Comparison with other Apollo 15 mare basalt magmas. The main groups of olivine-normative (small diamonds) and quartz-normative basalts (black triangle, barely visible) fall in the mass of lines close to those for 15474.4.15. g = green glass. F = feldspathic microgabbro 15388. P = picritic basalts (e.g., 15387). v = yellow volcanic glass. e = yellow impact (?) sphere. i = yellow impact glass. (b) Comparison with common high-Ti, low-Ti, and very-low-Ti mare basalts. Open triangles = very-low Ti 11 mare basalts (Luna 24; Apollo 17). 2 = Apollo 12 mare basalts. 7 = Apollo 17 mare basalts. o = Apollo 17 orange glass. 1 = Apollo 11 mare basalts. (c) Comparison with other mare basalts and KREEP. 4 = Apollo 14 high-alumina mare basalts. 1 = Luna 16 mare basalts. K = Apollo 15 KREEP basalts. k = high-K KREEP breccia.

FIG. 7. Ratios of La/Yb vs. Sm/Yb as an illustration of the slope of the rare earth elements for varied lunar mare samples (symbols as in Fig. 6). Horizontal, vertical, and diagonal lines are the CI chondritic ratios for La/Yb, Sm/Yb, and La/Sm respectively. Apollo 14 high-alumina basalts and KREEP form a distinct sequence comparatively enriched in light rare earth elements. Most Apollo 15 mare basalts plot with common slopes both overall and for light rare earth elements. Feldspathic microgabbro 15388 (F) is distinct, but the sample is probably a cumulate. The Apollo 15 green glass also has a much flatter slope. Sample 15474.4.15 is somewhat flatter than the other Apollo 15 samples but not extremely so, and one picritic basalt sample is similar to it.
green glasses. If the Ni and Co are indigenous, then they demonstrate an origin distinct from the Apollo 15 olivine-normative mare basalts.

The bulk chemical data, like the petrographic and mineral chemical data, indicate that 15474,4 is a distinct mare basalt type and was not created by fractional crystallization at shallow level from one of the other local basalt types. Nor was it likely to have been created by impact melting of one of them. Nonetheless, while in detail it is distinct, its rare earth element pattern, its high FeO, and its low Sc give it affinities with these other Apollo 15 basalts that it does not share with most other sampled lunar mare basalts, including other low-Ti varieties.

AN APOLLO 15 MARE BASALT PROVINCE

The Apollo 15 mare basalts have similar characteristics of high FeO, low Sc, and reasonably consistent relative rare earth element abundances. They vary in both absolute abundances of TiO$_2$ and rare earth elements (although the two groups most sampled, as well as the picritic group, the feldspathic microgabbro, and 15474,4 described here all have similar rare earth element abundances; Fig. 6a). The TiO$_2$ content among the groups is highly correlated with the rare earth element abundances (Fig. 8c). The chemical similarities among the Apollo 15 basalts, in contrast with the differences between them as a group and most other sampled mare basalts, suggests a common magmatic episode with some similarities of both source and process among them.

Most of the mare basalts collected at the Apollo 15 landing site appear to have been extruded over a short period of time, from ~3.15 Ga to 3.35 Ga (Nyquist and Shih, 1992, recalculated ages using decay constants of Steiger and Jager, 1977). These include the olivine-normative and quartz-normative groups, the picritic basalts, the feldspathic microgabbro, and the green glass. The yellow volcanic glass is slightly, but significantly, older at 3.62 Ga (Spangler et al., 1984). Sample 15474,4, described here, and the red volcanic glass are as yet undated. The common Apollo 15 yellow impact glass has an age of 3.35 Ga (Spangler and Delano, 1984), a lower limit to the age of the mare basalt source, and the distinct yellow impact (?) glass sphere has an age of 1.65 Ga (Ryder et al., 1995).

The Apollo 15 mare basalts cluster on a plot of l(Sr) vs. l(Nd), partly overlapping the looser cluster of Apollo 12 basalts (Nyquist and Shih, 1992). The range in l(Sr) among Apollo 15 basalts is a little greater than analytical uncertainty, with the picritic basalts being slightly younger and having higher l(Sr) than the feldspathic microgabbro. The Apollo 15 and Apollo 12 basalts are distinguished clearly in the lower eNd of the clustered Apollo 15 mare basalts, except for the feldspathic microgabbro which has a higher eNd, closer to that of the Apollo 12 basalts.

The Apollo 15 basalts, on the basis of their similarities in chemical composition and isotopic characteristics and, in general, their ages, can be considered a single chemical province. Their similarities can be used to infer some commonalities among their sources, the origin of those sources, and the melting processes that produced the basalts. Their differences can be used to infer some differences among those features. Most workers have stressed the differences and the implications for mantle heterogeneity at a single site (e.g., Nyquist et al., 1977, 1979; Neal and Taylor, 1992), rather than stressing what the commonalities might mean. For instance, many workers have stressed the "primitiveness" of the Apollo 15...
green glass, even suggesting a deeper unfractinated, or little fractionated, source in substantial contrast with the sources of the main Apollo 15 basalts. Yet the green glasses have the same FeO/Sc characteristics as these other basalts and are different from most basalts at other sites. It seems reasonable to suppose that more information can be gathered by an integrated approach than by considering each basalt group in isolation.

The Iron Oxide/Scandium Ratio

The high FeO/Sc ratio, a result of both high FeO and low Sc, is a significant and distinguishing characteristic of the Apollo 15 basalts (Fig. 8a). Only the Apollo 12 olivine basalts and the Apollo 17 orange glass have this same characteristic (although Delano, 1990, claims that the Luna 24 very low-Ti basalts have it too). The similarity among the Apollo 15 mare basalts demands some commonality of source or melting processes or both. Assuming a general model of source production that includes cumulates from a magma ocean, and subsequent remelting and extrusion to produce a basalt, then the FeO and Sc abundances in the basalt will be influenced potentially by several factors. These include their abundances in the magma ocean during source production, the modal mineralogy of the cumulate source, trapped magma, the proportions of the minerals consumed during partial melting (which can depend on depth of melting as the olivine-pyroxene coticetic shifts), the amount of partial melting, assimilation, and fractional crystallization during ascent and flow. Calculations using reasonable partition coefficients (e.g., as used by Snyder et al., 1992) show that at least for reasonable degrees of partial melting (<20%) and where neither olivine nor pyroxene is totally consumed, the amount of Sc in the melt for a given source varies by <10% whatever the amount of partial melting, cumulate mineral proportion, trapped liquid, or coticetic melt proportion. (A 10% increase in Sc can be obtained by separating ~15% olivine after the melt has been formed because Sc is incompatible in olivine; this happened in the shallow crystallization of the Apollo 15 olivine-normative basalts.) In contrast, the Sc in the melt is directly sensitive to the Sc in the phases in the source, which in turn is dependent on the composition of the ocean magma at the time of cumulate formation (or, if the source is a mix from overturning or some such process, on the average of that mix). Delano (1990), inferring reasonably that bulk partition coefficients for FeO and Sc during partial melting were about unity, deduced that the observed differences (particularly the dichotomy) among FeO/Sc ratios were inherited from the mantle sources.

The FeO varies with the amount of partial melting but not by much because the FeO in the melt and in the equilibrium olivine are very similar. As with Sc, the FeO of the source phases (hence, source origin) is the dominant influence. With very large amounts of partial melting, the FeO, Sc, and, thus, FeO/Sc ratios must approach those of the bulk source, and this ratio is strongly dependent on the cumulate phase ratio; olivine-rich sources will have much less total Sc than pyroxene-rich sources. The implication of this consistency of FeO/Sc in the Apollo 15 mare basalts is that most of them (olivine-normative; quartz-normative; picritic; 15474.4; green glass; yellow volcanic glass, yellow impact glass terrain; yellow impact sphere terrain) formed from reasonably low degrees of melting of sources that had very similar major silicate phase compositions (hence, probable common origin), and that this was different from the source of most other lunar mare basalts so far sampled. There might be some difficulty in reconciling such an inference with models that require very different sources, including primitive ones and those at very different depths.

Absolute and Relative Rare Earth Element Abundances

The absolute and relative rare earth element abundances in a melt from a given source are little influenced by the position of the coticetic. However, the absolute abundances are strongly influenced by the degree of partial melting. The relative abundances are strongly influenced by any magma originally trapped in the cumulate, by the degree of partial melting, and by the phase proportions of the cumulate. The reasonable consistency of the Apollo 15 basalt pattern, yet great variation in overall abundance, can perhaps be attributed to variation in the abundance of a common trapped liquid within the otherwise homogeneous silicate cumulates. If the relative abundance variations were the result of varied amounts of partial melting, then there should be larger variations in the relative abundances (even given an otherwise common source) than are generally the case. Large variations in the cumulate phase proportions would also have a noticeable effect if there were not a trapped magma effect.

The Titanium Oxide/Samarium Ratio

The Apollo 15 mare basalts have a common TiO2/Sm ratio (Fig. 8c) over a substantial range of TiO2. This ratio is, within uncertainty, the chondritic ratio and presumably that of the bulk Moon. The magma that was trapped in the cumulate sources did not suffer from TiO2 depletion (relative to other incompatible elements), such as is the case for KREEP basalts. (The Apollo 14 mare basalts and the Apollo 15 impact glasses that may have assimilated KREEP, have subchondritic TiO2/Sm.) Nor did it undergo relative TiO2 enrichment as is the case for at least some high-Ti mare basalts. Thus, any trapped magma must have been a reasonably contemporaneous ocean magma, not an evolved, residual one. (However, Longhi, 1992, noted a slightly super-chondritic Ti/Sm ratio for Apollo 15 olivine-normative mare basalts and that their ratio of the more incompatible elements Nb/La was distinctly higher than chondritic, requiring the presence of evolved material in some form.) It might be expected that with TiO2 in pyroxenes in the source, there would have been some variation in TiO2/Sm with variation of partial melting and with cumulate phase proportion. The TiO2/Sm consistency is most easily reconciled by invoking small and consistent degrees of partial melting; different amounts of a similar trapped magma for the sources of different basalts; an olivine-rich source rather than a pyroxene-rich one; and particularly an incompatibility of Ti even for pyroxene.

Radiogenic Isotopes

Those Apollo 15 mare basalts analyzed have Sr- and Nd-isotopic characteristics more similar to each other than to other basalts (see Nyquist and Shih, 1992). They are slightly distinguished from Apollo 12 mare basalts on ɛNd and completely distinguished from them on the basis of 6Nd. The isotopic data are inconsistent with assimilation or interaction with KREEP or granitic materials by the Apollo 15 magmas (as is also indicated by the TiO2/Sm relationship). The ɛNd data show little departure from a chondritic or bulk-Moon evolution of the source prior to eruption, consistent with trapping of contemporaneous magma ocean during source formation. The radiogenic isotope data are thus consistent with a commonality among Apollo 15 mare basalts in their sources that is distinct from those of other mare basalts. Unravelling the
precise nature of the relationships among the rare earth element abundances, radiogenic isotopes, trapped magma, and cumulate phases requires considerably more study.

CONCLUSIONS

A distinct type of mare basalt from the Apollo 15 landing site, so far represented by only a tiny fragment, 15474.4, is nonetheless part of a chemical province that incorporates most of the Apollo 15 mare basalts. The fragment is an olivine-augite vitrophyre that crystallized rapidly in a thin flow or near the edge of a flow. It has more olivine (22%) than almost all other lunar mare basalts. Its high FeO/Sc ratio, its relative rare earth element abundances, and its TiO₂/Sm ratio group it clearly with Apollo 15 olivine-normative basalts, quartz-normative basalts, green and yellow volcanic glasses, and plieric basalts. While most authors have emphasized the differences among mare basalt sources, including differences among those for the Apollo 15 mare basalts, the commonality of chemical characters demands some commonality among Apollo 15 mare basalt sources and melting processes that is distinct from the sources and processes elsewhere. Most of these Apollo 15 magmas were extruded within 200 Ga of each other. By considering the Apollo 15 mare basalts as a related group, rather than as isolated basalts, one can make reasonable inferences that are mutually consistent and not coincidental. One is that the Apollo 15 basalts were derived by melting of sources that had common major phase compositions, at least in FeO/Sc, and, thus, some common relationship that might derive from a magma ocean. It perhaps follows that melting at widely different depths to produce the basalts is not particularly plausible. Further, only a limited amount of olivine separation after melt production is consistent with the FeO/Sc data. The variation in absolute rare earth element abundances and TiO₂ the limited variation in relative rare earth element abundances, and the near-chondritic and constant TiO₂/Sm ratio are most consistently understood as a result of varied trapping of magma ocean within the cumulates, small and reasonably consistent amounts of partial melting, and a high ratio of olivine to pyroxene (>3 to 1). The radiogenic Sr- and Nd-isotopic data are probably consistent with such an origin for the basalts.

The Apollo 15 mare basalts show some chemical commonalities; the inferences for lunar evolution that might be obtained from them have generally been neglected and an emphasis placed on the differences among them. These differences are indeed real and reveal important information about the Moon. However, an integrated approach would be advantageous. In this paper, we have not tried to do more than illustrate the point. Many features require elucidation, including understanding the details of the rare earth element differences, the Sm/Eu variations, and the Mg/(Mg + Fe) differences. Data from other landing sites demonstrates that the Apollo 15 landing site is not unique in being a chemical province; there are surely commonalities among at least some of the Apollo 12 basalts and among the Apollo 17 basalts. The study of these provinces as such rather than as collections of isolated basalts and the incorporation of the inferences made from them for physical models of source formation and subsequent magma production and extraction offers advances in our understanding of the Moon.

In general, TiO₂ content has been used as a major classification parameter. However, the Apollo 15 mare basalts have a commonality that reaches over a substantial range in TiO₂. Furthermore, the correlation of TiO₂ with Sm means that subdividing Apollo 15 basalts by the former is equivalent to subdividing them by the latter. It may be that other characteristics, such as the FeO/Sc ratio (Delano, 1990), offer a more meaningful way to classify lunar mare basalts, but at present the petrogenetic framework is inadequate to decide. The present study shows that the search for undescribed (or incompletely described) basalt types, whether in the existing collection, in Antarctica, or in future mission collections, is a significant activity. Single types can add greatly to our knowledge when incorporated into the constraints on an entire province.
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